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Forum: The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

Issue: Measures to strengthen NATO’s role in non-proliferation and disarmament

Introduction:
NATO as an organisation has many powerful nations who have important roles in

global conversations about nuclear non-proliferation and armament policies. However,

the organisation itself has been reluctant to play an active role in conflicts. By examining

various conflict situations that NATO is involved in that may soon involve arsenals, as

well as understanding the true extent of NATO’s nuclear capabilities and leverage, it is

important to reevaluate the extent to which NATO can be involved in such events, as

well as their role in a nuclear battlefield.

Definition of Key Terms:
1. Non-Proliferation: the controlling of the spread and/or amount of something,

especially nuclear or chemical weapons.

2. Disarmament: the act of taking away or giving up weapons.

3. Nuclear Sharing: a concept in NATO’s policy of Nuclear Deterrence which

allows member countries without nuclear weapons to participate in the planning

for the use of nuclear weapons by NATO.

4. The New Look Policy: U.S. military strategy developed by the administration of

Pres. Dwight D. Eisenhower and articulated in a 1953 National Security Council

paper. The policy focused on the use of nuclear weapons and was intended as a

way for the United States to meet its Cold War military obligations without

putting too much strain on the country’s economy.

5. Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM): Land-based, nuclear-armed ballistic

missile with a range of more than 3,500 miles (5,600 km). Only the United

States, Russia, and China field land-based missiles of this range.
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6. Nuclear Deterrence: the idea that nuclear weapons are intended to deter other

states from attacking with their nuclear weapons, through the promise of

retaliation and possibly mutually assured destruction.

7. Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD): principle of deterrence founded on the

notion that a nuclear attack by one superpower would be met with an

overwhelming nuclear counterattack such that both the attacker and the

defender would be annihilated.

8. “No-first-use” policy: pledge or a policy by a nuclear power not to use nuclear

weapons as a means of warfare unless first attacked by an adversary using

nuclear weapons

Background Information

The New Look policy in the United States

After efforts to implement conventional rearmament in NATO failed, and the USA made

increasing strides in nuclear weaponry, with early tests of Fusion Weaponry proving successful,

1953’s newly elected Eisenhower administration in America was faced with a dilemma: having

to cover most of the expenses that previous rearmament efforts posed, fighting numerous costly

military interventions, such as the Korean War, in order to maintain containment of the Soviet

Union, which still ensuring US economic safety.

As such, Eisenhower turned his efforts in defence toward Nuclear Weaponry. This policy

termed “the New Look”, recognised that Nuclear Power offered a compact solution for proving

US supremacy in the global sphere while allowing reallocation of funds towards other areas. As

such, the US National Security Council (NSC) approved its Report No. 162/2 in October 1953:

“in the event of hostilities, the United States will consider nuclear weapons to be as available for

use as other munitions”, marking a shift in US reliance on Nuclear Weaponry.

NATO’s response

In response to their strongest member’s switch in military posturing, NATO as an alliance

soon followed suit with the document MC 48, “The Most Effective Pattern of NATO Military
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Strength for the Next Few Years”, approved in December 1954, which stated: “in the event of a

war involving NATO it is militarily essential that NATO forces should be able to use atomic and

thermonuclear weapons in their defence from the outset.”

Current Situation

The state of the world’s nuclear arsenals

The nine states known to have nuclear weapon arsenals, China, France, India, Israel,

North Korea, Pakistan, Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States, have amassed around

13,000 nuclear warheads in total, according to the Arms Control Association. However, this is

only a rough estimate based on publicly available information, as such, there may be

non-disclosed parties. Among the known parties as well, it is unclear how large their true capacity

is — for instance, Israel does not publicly acknowledge their Nuclear program, and the number of

nuclear weapons China has is also under debate.

Nuclear weapons in current conflicts and NATO’s association

There are many countries in the world who have threatened, or are posited to use their

nuclear arsenal.

Russo-Ukraine Conflict

For instance, on February 27th 2022, Russian President Vladimir Putin

announced that his country’s nuclear arsenal, spanning 6,257 nuclear warheads, had

been placed on “high alert.”

Amid a series of debilitating setbacks since the beginning of his invasion into

Ukraine, and an increased flow of Western arms into the country, According to experts

Keir Lieber and Daryl Press from the Atlantic Council, Putin is likely to use nuclear

weapons in the war against Ukraine if Russia faces defeat.

While it is highly probable that any use of the weapons would be in Ukrainian

territory against military targets, NATO has to be prudent about its response (or lack of

one) in such a situation.
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Another matter of issue is the fact that Ukraine has no independent nuclear

weapon arsenal. In 1991, when the Soviet Union dissolved, there were many former

Soviet nuclear warheads, as well as hundreds of intercontinental ballistic missiles and

bombers, left on Ukraine’s territory, the ownership of which was later transferred to

Russia and removed from Ukraine’s territory by 2001.

North Korean Conflict

On April 25 2022, the North Korean leader Kim Jong-un remarked that the

country will continue developing the nuclear forces of North Korea at a military parade

that featured powerful weapons systems, which was held to mark the 90th anniversary of

North Korea’s army.

Kim has been touting North Korean nuclear prowess in an attempt to force the

USA to remove crippling economic sanctions, especially in the face of the COVID-19

pandemic’s toll on the country’s broken economy. Just in 2022 alone, North Korea has

conducted 13 rounds of weapon launches, including the country’s first full-range test of

an ICBM since 2017.

While various countries in NATO and NATO itself have engaged in diplomatic

dialogue and negotiations with North Korea, the alliance is acutely aware of the threats

the country poses to the state of nuclear relations around the world.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views
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North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)

NATO is a nuclear alliance that practices nuclear sharing, and will remain one “as long

as there are nuclear weapons in the world.” However, it aims to do so at “the lowest possible level

consistent with our deterrence and defence obligation.”

United States of America

A vast majority (around 90%) of all nuclear warheads are owned by Russia and

the United States, who each have around 4,000 warheads in their military stockpiles.

In response to Russia’s threats of Nuclear usage in the Russo-Ukraine conflict,

the USA has begun preparations for its most advanced Columbia-class nuclear-powered

ballistic missile submarine. The ship is the first in a new class of ballistic missile

submarines expected to be commissioned in 2027.

Russia

As mentioned previously, Russia, along with the United States, holds a large majority of

the world’s nuclear arsenal.
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Due to significant setbacks in the Russo-Ukraine conflict, Russia has threatened to use

their nuclear weapons in retaliation. However, experts state that it is highly unlikely Russia will do

so immediately, though there is a 5% at most chance of Russian nuclear weapons being

detonated if Putin feels backed into a corner.

North Korea

In 2003, North Korea withdrew from the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear

Weapons (NPT), and conducted a series of nuclear tests since 2006 at increasing levels of

expertise. These tests have caused sanctions to be imposed upon them, keyly by the United

States, causing devastating ramifications for the North Korean economy.

It is estimated that North Korea has around 30 to 40 nuclear weapons, and is producing

fissile material at a rate sufficient to build six to seven nuclear weapons per year.

North Korea’s Nuclear prowess remains a primary leverage for it to participate in global

agendas and issues, with leader Kim Jong-Un stating that the country’s nuclear program will

continue, after negotiations with the USA to reduce trade sanctions in return for slowing their

nuclear development fell through.
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https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-41174689

China

Shortly after Xi Jinping became chairman of the Central Military Commission in 2012, he

declared that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Rocket Force was “a strategic pillar of China’s

great power status,” and commanded the PLA to “accelerate the construction of advanced

strategic deterrent” capacities.

At this time, China has just a “minimum deterrence” nuclear arsenal in the 1960s.

However, in recent years, it has rapidly increased its nuclear capabilities. Now, with 350

warheads, its arsenal is the third largest in the world, and could double to 700 within 5 years and
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reach more than 1,000 by 2030. China’s official nuclear posture is to maintain a “moderate state

of alert,” with a no-first use policy.

The probable reasons for this increase are myriad. Experts suggest it is to undermine the

US’s attempts to undermine the PLA in Asia, particularly in Taiwan. Nuclear build up also gives

China more leverage in conventional wartime situations.

The Chinese government has argued against negotiations with Russia and the US to

limit nuclear weapons, stating that it is unrealistic for countries to expect China to limit their

arsenal before others do so.

UN Involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

● Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, 1968 (A/RES/66/33, A/RES/61/70,

A/RES/56/24)

o All NATO states and allies are States Parties to the 1968 Nuclear

Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). Since the height of the Cold War, the Nuclear

Weapons committed to NATO have been reduced by more than 90%, and states

in NATO with nuclear arsenals have also reduced their nuclear arsenals and

ceased production of highly enriched uranium or plutonium for nuclear weapons.

● Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons, 7 July 2017 (CN.475.2017)

o NATO does not support the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (or

Ban Treaty), as it is considered infeasible. It is at odds with existing nuclear

proliferation structure and is inconsistent with nuclear deterrence policies.

● Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, December 8, 1987

o NATO was in favour of preserving the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF)

Treaty. However, after Russia breached and continued to breach its obligations

under the treaty, NATO was forced to concede its demise, agreeing that Russia

bears sole responsibility for it.

o In response to the Russian Invasion of Ukraine, NATO reinforced the security

and defence of all Allies across all domains to strengthen the Alliance’s posture.
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Possible Solutions

1. Mandating No-First-Use Policies.

a. No First Use policies mean that no country can use nuclear weaponry without

another country executing a nuclear attack on them. This policy encourages the

idea of “Mutually Assured Destruction,” and has some obvious benefits, though

there are some disadvantages. For instance, no-first-use policies may put smaller

countries that rely on nuclear threats for defence at a disadvantage.

2. Removing Sole Authority and De-Alerting Weapons

a. The removal of sole authority for nuclear launch in a country distributes the

balance of decision making more evenly among the government. Furthermore,

de-alerting, i.e disarming, nuclear weaponry ensures that threats to promptly

launch weapons are given less gravitas.

3. Rethinking/Strengthening “Nuclear Sharing”

a. NATO currently uses a policy of “Nuclear Sharing'', of which only the United

States provides weaponry. NATO is over reliant on the United States as a nuclear

force provider, and it may be important to strengthen member nations' own

nuclear arsenals in order for them to have a say in global matters regarding

proliferation.
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